Appeal Decision
Inquiry opened on 17 April 2018
Site visits made on 3, 14 & 15 May 2018
by Richard Clegg BA(Hons) DMS MRTPI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government
Decision date: 4th February 2019

Appeal Ref: APP/M2325/W/17/3179809
Land west of Bryning Lane, Wrea Green, PR4 2WJ
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The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
against a failure to give notice within the prescribed period of a decision on an
application for planning permission.
The appeal is made by Wainhomes North West Ltd against Fylde Borough Council.
The application Ref 16/1028, is dated 21 December 2016.
The development proposed is described as ‘residential development of 41 dwellings’.
The inquiry sat for 12 days: 17-20 & 24-27 April and 1-4 May 2018.
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Decision
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1. The appeal is dismissed.
Procedural matters

3179277
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2. This appeal is one of four concerned with proposed residential development at
Wrea Green, each of which was considered at the same inquiry. The four
appeals are:

Land to the southeast of Moss Side
Lane

Approximately 50
dwellings

B

3179809

Land west of Bryning
Lane

41 dwellings

C

3176410

Land adjacent 53
Bryning Lane

20 dwellings

D

3181216

Land west of The
Brooklands

48 dwellings

3. A pre-inquiry meeting was held to discuss procedural and administrative
arrangements relating to the inquiry. At that meeting, it was agreed that the
Appellants would present a joint case in respect of sustainability in relation to
Wrea Green and planning policy, common highway matters (the effect on the
junction of Lytham Road and Church Road, Warton), and housing land supply.
Evidence from the Borough Council and other parties on these topics also
addressed all four appeals. Accordingly each of my decisions includes common
sections covering those topics. Other topics were addressed separately at the
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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inquiry in respect of the individual appeals. A common set of core documents
(CDs) was prepared for the inquiry. Similarly the lists of inquiry appearances
and documents are common to each of the four decisions.
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4. At the pre-inquiry meeting it was agreed that the proposed development is
described more clearly as the erection of 41 dwellings, and I have considered
the appeal on this basis. Subsequently, in response to concerns expressed by
the Borough Council concerning the layout of the development1, the Appellant
submitted a set of revised plans2. The number of dwellings is unchanged and
the layout follows the overall form of the previous version of the scheme. In
the planning statement of common ground for appeal B (CD11.5) the main
parties agree that layout concerns have been addressed and that the appeal
should be considered on the basis of the revised plans. The changes to the
scheme involve matters of detail, one of which involves the repositioning of the
houses proposed on plots 27-29 in the north-east corner of the site. As a
result the side elevation of the house on plot 29 would be closer to the
boundary with No 10 Bryning Lane than the rear and side elevations
respectively of houses on plots 28 & 29 on the previous layout. The occupiers
of No 10 Bryning Lane have objected to this arrangement and their concern
was reiterated at the inquiry. The main parties agreed that a condition could
require the submission of detailed arrangements for plots 27-29. With this
safeguard I am satisfied that no prejudice would be caused to any party, and I
have taken the revised plans into account in my consideration of this appeal.
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5. A unilateral undertaking was submitted at the inquiry in relation to appeal B
(Document APPB2). It makes provision for affordable housing, and for financial
contributions towards highway works in Wrea Green and Warton, and towards
public realm improvements.
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6. In July 2018, after the inquiry had closed, the Government published the
revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Subsequently the
Government published new and updated chapters to Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) and the Office for National Statistics published the 2016-based
household projections in September, and in October the Borough Council
adopted the Fylde Local Plan to 2032 (the Local Plan). Accordingly the
Appellants for each of the four appeals, the Borough Council, the Community
Association for the Protection of Wrea Green (CAPOW), Ribby-with-Wrea Parish
Council and Bryning-with-Warton Parish Council were given the opportunity to
comment on the implications of these documents for their respective cases.
Main Issues
7. In its statement of case, the Borough Council expressed concern about the
scale of development in Wrea Green, the impact on the junction of Lytham
Road (the A584) and Church Road in Warton and on the capacity of Bryning
Lane, which runs south from Wrea Green and becomes Church Road in Warton,
landscape impact, the adequacy of the proposed site access, the layout of the
scheme, and the appropriateness of the proposed surface water drainage
proposal. Subsequently, in the highways statements of common ground in
respect of appeal B and Lytham Road/Church Road, Warton (CDs11.11 &
11.3), it was agreed with the Borough Council that there were no highway
objections to the proposal. However objections on highway grounds remain
1
2

These concerns were expressed in the Council’s statement of case, CD20.1 pages 24 & 25.
CD21.4, Appendix 13: the changes are summarised in paragraph 4.12 of CD11.5.
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from local representatives, CAPOW, and local residents. The planning
statement of common ground explains that the main parties consider that
layout matters have been addressed by the revised plans (above, para 4), and
that drainage can be adequately dealt with by conditions.
8. Accordingly, I consider that the main issues in this appeal are:
(i)

Whether Wrea Green is a sustainable location for the scale of development
proposed.

(ii)

The effect of the proposed development on the character and appearance
of the area.

(iii) The effect of the proposed development on traffic movement and highway
safety.
(iv) The extent of housing land supply in Fylde.
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Planning policies

ta

9. The Development Plan includes the Fylde Local Plan to 20323, which was
adopted in October last year. The following policies of the Local Plan are of
most relevance in this appeal.
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10. Policy S1 sets out a settlement hierarchy in which Wrea Green is included in
the third level: Tier 1 – Larger Rural Settlements. Within the rural areas,
development is to be restricted to the larger and smaller rural settlements,
except where allowed by policies concerning the Green Belt, areas of
separation, and the countryside.
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11. Under Policy DLF1, most new residential and employmentdevelopment,
including 90% of new homes, is intended to take place at four strategic
locations. The non-strategic locations comprise the local service centre of
Freckleton, and the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rural settlements: here 10% of new
homes are expected to be located. Policy SL5 identifies development sites
outside the strategic locations: six sites at Wrea Green with a combined
capacity of 246 dwellings are listed. None of the four appeal site is included in
this list. Policy GD1 provides for settlement boundaries: the main part of the
appeal site is outside the settlement boundary for Wrea Green, and in a
countryside area as shown on the policies map4. Development opportunities in
the countryside are set out in Policy GD4, and none of the categories listed
covers the appeal proposal. Policy GD7 seeks to achieve good design in
development: amongst other requirements proposals should conserve and
enhance the historic environment, be sympathetic to surrounding uses and
occupiers, avoid demonstrable harm to visual amenity, make a positive
contribution to the character and local distinctiveness of the area, protect
existing landscape features, and not prejudice highway safety and the efficient
and convenient movement of highway users.
12. Policy H1 is concerned with housing delivery, and sets an annual minimum
requirement of 415 additional dwellings for the plan period of 2011-2032. Part
c of the policy specifies that calculations concerning the five years supply of
3

Document LPA13, Appendix B.
The appeal site includes a narrow neck of land between No 38 Bryning Lane and the rear of properties on
Bryning Avenue which is within the settlement boundary. No dwellings would be built on this land, which would
simply accommodate part of the access road.

4
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housing land are to be undertaken using the Liverpool method. Policy H2 seeks
a minimum net density of 30 dwellings per hectare (dph), and that proposals
should provide a broad mix of houses, including accommodation for the elderly.
All market housing schemes of 10 or more dwellings are required to provide
affordable housing/ starter homes at a level of 30% unless viability testing
demonstrates that this provision would prevent delivery of the development
(Policy H4). In most cases affordable housing should be provided on-site.
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13. Policy ENV1 requires that development has regard to its visual impact within its
landscape context, and landscape features should be conserved and wherever
possible enhanced. The northern part of the appeal site abuts Wrea Green
Conservation Area5. Proposals affecting the setting of any conservation area
should conserve or enhance those elements which make a positive contribution
to its special character and appearance and setting (Policy ENV5). Policy INF2
specifies that, subject to viability, development will normally be expected to
contribute towards the mitigation of its impact on infrastructure, services and
the environment. A series of measures to enhance sustainable transport choice
are set out in Policy T4.
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14. In 2012, the Parish of Ribby-with-Wrea, which includes Wrea Green, was
designated as a neighbourhood plan area. However the statement of common
ground on planning policy and sustainability explains that no substantial work
has been undertaken on the preparation of a plan.
Reasons

gh

Sustainability of Wrea Green for the scale of development proposed
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15. Wrea Green lies in the countryside, about 2km south-west of Kirkham, 3.6km
to the north of Warton, and 6.9km north-east of Lytham, all of which are larger
settlements. It is predominantly residential in nature, but also includes a small
industrial estate adjacent to the railway. A number of facilities and services
are located in Wrea Green, including a primary school, a convenience store,
and a public house. About 1.5km to the east is the Ribby Hall holiday and
leisure complex where certain leisure facilities, food and drink outlets, and a
convenience store are open to the wider public.

R

16. The development strategy of the recently adopted Local Plan explains that
most development is expected to take place at four strategic locations, but,
under Policy SL5, it also provides for development to take place elsewhere,
including at Wrea Green. Wrea Green is identified as a larger rural settlement,
in the third level of the hierarchy, and the settlement boundary is more
extensive than the limits of development of the former Local Plan6, including
several sites which have come forward for housing in recent years. However
the land on the appeal site where residential development is proposed has not
been included. It is part of a countryside area, and the proposal for housing
would conflict with Policy GD4 which provides for a limited range of
development opportunities in such locations. The strategy which underpins the
Local Plan provides some opportunities for proposals in local service centres
and rural settlements, but the focus for new development is on the key service
centres and the strategic locations for development. That approach is
consistent with the NPPF, which at paragraph 103 makes clear that significant
5
6

A plan of the conservation area is at CD19.5.
The proposals map for the Fylde Borough Local Plan (as altered) is at Document G4.
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development should be focussed on locations which are, or can be made,
sustainable. The Local Plan envisages around 100-150 dwellings coming
forward in larger rural settlements over the 21 years of the plan period7. In
Wrea Green 253 dwellings have already come forward since 20118, well in
excess of the number anticipated in the Local Plan. Whilst there is no ceiling
on the number of dwellings which could be built at the settlement, it is clear
that it is expected to reflect the position of Wrea Green in the development
strategy.
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17. The number of additional dwellings for tier 1 rural settlements referred to in
the Local Plan is not an indication of their capacity for development. In
response to my question, the Borough Council’s policy witness explained that
the number is derived from the distribution of the 10% of new homes intended
to come forward outside the strategic locations (above, para 12). The four
strategic locations where development is intended to be focussed include key
service centres and local service centres. In the Local Plan, the justification to
Policy S1 explains that key service centres include a range of housing and
employment opportunities, together with facilities and services which serve a
wide area, and good public transport links or the potential to develop such
links. Local service centres are recognised as providing services for nearby
rural settlements, and also as being well placed to provide for future local
housing and employment needs. Focusing most new development in the
strategic locations is consistent with the economic, social and environmental
dimensions of sustainable development, as referred to in paragraph 8 of the
NPPF. Accordingly only a limited level of development is distributed between
the non-strategic locations identified in the Local Plan.
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18. Policy DLF1 refers to the broad distribution of development, seeking to direct
around 7,845 homes (90%) to strategic locations and around 870 homes
(10%) to non-strategic locations. This form of words allows a degree of
flexibility, as advocated by the Local Plan Inspector9. I note also that in the
Local Plan’s performance monitoring framework, indicator 4 has a trigger for
action when the number of dwellings in non-strategic locations exceeds 15%.
The Appellants have calculated that the total of about 159 dwellings from the
four appeals would represent 1.8% of the overall minimum housing
requirement, and result in 11.6% of housing occurring in non-strategic
locations10. More significantly, they would also represent 18.3% of the level of
development intended for non-strategic locations, with the number of dwellings
in appeal B itself representing 4.7%. The sites outside the strategic locations,
identified in Policy SL5 (and including land in Wrea Green), have a combined
capacity of 933 dwellings, which slightly exceeds the 10% level and thereby
already applies a degree of flexibility to the 90%/ 10% split in respect of the
location of residential development.
19. The number of dwellings already committed in Wrea Green since 2011
markedly exceeds the indicative range for tier 1 settlements in the Local Plan
(above, para 16). The appeal proposal would add 41 dwellings, and if all of the
appeals before me were allowed, about 159 additional dwellings would be
provided. Those figures would result in the total number of new dwellings
7

Justification to Policy SL5, para 6.21.
The table on page 11 of CD20.2 lists residential commitments at Wrea Green since 2011. The slightly lower
figure of 246 dwellings in the table on page 3 of CD11.1 excludes sites accommodating fewer than five dwellings.
9
Document LPA13, Appendix D para 40.
10
Document APPJ14 para 3.25.
8
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exceeding the upper end of the range by about 96% and 175% respectively.
These amounts of development are more suited to a higher level than a tier 1
rural settlement.
20. I have considered the availability of facilities and services for Wrea Green and
the likely implications in terms of travelling. Facilities and services are
identified in the statement of common ground on planning policy and
sustainability (CD11.1) and the Settlement Hierarchy Background Paper
(CD3.12) assesses the relative availability of facilities and services as part of
the preparation of a settlement hierarchy for the Local Plan. There are several
key services in Wrea Green, including a convenience shop, a post office (within
the shop), a primary school, and a community facility.
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21. There was particular discussion at the inquiry concerning the school and the
shop. It is common ground between the main parties that the primary school
is within walking distance of each of the appeal sites. The school is full, with
the number on roll (152) slightly exceeding the capacity for 150 pupils11.
However Lancashire County Council, as the Local Education Authority, does not
seek a financial contribution towards additional places, since one of the existing
schools taken into account in the surrounding area is projected to have a
surplus of 95 places within the next five years12. This school is at Warton, and
is over 3km from the appeal site. Having regard to the admission
arrangements for the school in Wrea Green and place of residence of pupils,
the Appellants argue that the appeal proposals need not lead to children of
primary school age travelling to another settlement. A statement entitled
School Information on the School’s website explains that about half of the 156
pupils are from beyond the local community, including Warton, Kirkham,
Blackpool, Preston and Lytham (Document APPJ2). The School’s Admission
Arrangements give priority to children whose parents live within the
ecclesiastical parish of Ribby-cum-Wrea (which includes Wrea Green and the
surrounding countryside) over those whose parents live outside the parish13. It
is suggested that children from the appeal sites, and existing housing
commitments in Wrea Green, would displace children from further afield.
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22. The information referred to by the Appellants is not sufficiently robust to enable
any great reliance to be placed on this suggestion. I note that the number of
children of primary school age recorded in Ribby-with-Wrea Ward in the 2011
Census14 appears broadly consistent with the reference on the school website
to the proportion of pupils from the local community. However the census
ward is less extensive than the ecclesiastical parish and may, therefore, not
fully reflect the number of local pupils. More fundamentally, the website
statement is undated and simply gives the positon at a point in time. It is not
clear how recent the statement is, nor whether the proportion of pupils from
beyond the local community reflects a continuing situation. Ten primary school
age children are expected to be generated by appeal B, and a further 33 by the
other three proposals15. Wrea Green school is fully subscribed, and I do not
consider that the information before me indicates that there would be scope for
all the additional children from the appeal proposals to be accommodated there
11

CD20.2, table on pages 52 & 53.
The LEA’s assessment is in the email at CD18.6.
13
The Admission Arrangements for 2019 and a map of the ecclesiastical parish are Documents APPJ2 and G9
respectively.
14
CD16.9 – Ribby-with-Wrea 2011 Census Ward – Local Area Report, page 4 - table on age structure.
15
CD20.2, table in para 13.57.
12
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in place of children from beyond the ecclesiastical parish. I anticipate that the
appeal proposal would result in trips being made to primary schools outside
Wrea Green.
23. The shop in Wrea Green sells a range of food and other convenience items and
also accommodates the post office. As the Borough Council points out, the site
is constrained, and there is no clear opportunity to expand the premises. As a
small convenience store, I expect that the shop provides a top-up service and
that it does not account for main shopping trips. Indeed, I note that the
Settlement Hierarchy Background Paper assesses local stores in rural
settlements and accessibility to supermarkets separately. There is no
substantive evidence that the role of the existing shop as a convenience outlet
would be adversely affected by additional housing, but more shopping trips for
other purposes would inevitably be made outside the settlement.
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24. Certain additional facilities and services are available at Ribby Hall holiday and
leisure complex. As a convenience store, food and drink outlets, and preschool are present in Wrea Green, these facilities do not extend the variety of
provision. A swimming pool, health club and gym are the principal facilities at
Ribby Hall which would augment those in the settlement itself. Ribby Hall is
physically separate from Wrea Green. Whilst the facilities there are within
cycling distance of the appeal site, they are beyond the preferred maximum
walking distance of 1.2km for purposes other than town centres, commuting,
school and sight-seeing, set out in the Guidelines for Providing for Journeys on
Foot16. Moreover, outside the settlement, a large part of the route along Ribby
Road is not overlooked. Particularly outside the hours of daylight, the nature of
this route is unlikely to encourage trips on foot.
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25. There is a small industrial estate at Wrea Green, and there are other
employment opportunities available at Ribby Hall. I agree with the main
parties that most journeys to work for existing and future residents will involve
travelling outside the settlement. Journeys by future residents out of Wrea
Green would also be required for secondary education, shopping (other than
local convenience requirements), and to access a wider range of services.
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26. The nearby settlements of Kirkham, Wesham and Warton are within cycling
distance of Wrea Green. Kirkham is a key service centre, and both Wesham
and Warton are local service centres. There are employment opportunities at
these settlements, including the major BAE Systems works at Warton, and
access to the rail network is available from Kirkham & Wesham station.
27. There are two main bus routes which serve Wrea Green. The No 61 runs every
30 minutes between Blackpool and Preston on weekdays and Saturdays, with
the frequency reducing to hourly in the evenings and on Sundays. This service
also calls at Kirkham centre and Kirkham & Wesham rail station. The No 76
operates on a two hourly frequency between Poulton and Lytham, calling at
Warton, with some journeys extending to Blackpool17.
28. Given the limited range of facilities, services and employment opportunities in
Wrea Green, I anticipate that many trips made by future residents of the
appeal site would be to destinations beyond the settlement. It is clear that
opportunities exist to travel by bus to larger settlements from Wrea Green, but
16
17

CD10.3, table 3.2.
Timetables for the 61 and 76 bus services are in Document APPJ1.
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the Appellant’s transport statement indicates that a significant proportion of
journeys would be made by car. It envisages that the 41 dwellings proposed
would generate 25 vehicle trips in the morning peak period and 24 vehicle trips
in the afternoon peak18.
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29. The Settlement Hierarchy Background Paper only takes account of one of the
two bus services which now serve Wrea Green. If the No 61 is included in the
assessment, the additional two points would place Wrea Green level with
Freckleton, which is a local service centre. The outcome of the background
paper is a relative ranking of settlements, and it would be inappropriate to
review bus services in respect of just one of the 19 settlements assessed. In
any event, the presence of a cluster of shops, a surgery, and a library all
indicate that Freckleton is a higher order settlement than Wrea Green. I have
also considered the position of Wrea Green relative to Warton. Warton has a
lower aggregate score than Wrea Green, but it is identified as a local service
centre in the Local Plan. That is because Warton, which is a strategic location,
is intended to have improved services as a consequence of the development
strategy. The first recommendation of the background paper refers to the need
for further investment in Warton during the plan period to ensure that the
settlement becomes a local service centre through the provision of a local retail
centre and community facilities. The circumstances at both Freckleton and
Warton differ from Wrea Green, and do not suggest that the latter settlement
should receive a higher level of development than would be appropriate at the
third level of the settlement hierarchy.
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30. I find that, with a limited range of facilities and services, Wrea Green functions
as a tier 1 rural settlement. Whilst the number of dwellings referred to in the
ELP does not indicate a capacity limit for new development, and has already
been exceeded in Wrea Green, the continued addition of significant housing
proposals would be contrary to the Local Plan development strategy which
seeks to focus development in higher order settlements and strategic locations.
Such an approach, as part of the Development Plan, carries considerable
weight. There are certain facilities and services, which may generally continue
to operate effectively, although the position concerning the school is less clearcut (above, para 22). They are however limited in extent, as are employment
opportunities. In consequence, the proposed housing is likely to generate trips
to destinations beyond Wrea Green, and bearing in mind the projections in the
transport statement, it is likely that a significant proportion of these would be
made by non-sustainable modes of transport. I conclude that the appeal site
would not be a sustainable location for the housing development proposed,
which would conflict with Policies DLF1, S1, GD1 & GD4 of the Local Plan.
Character and appearance
31. Wrea Green has grown around the green in the centre of the settlement. The
Green is the focal point not only of the settlement, but also of Wrea Green
Conservation Area, which comprises this area of open space and the
surrounding built development. The appeal site is situated a short distance to
the south of The Green and is adjacent to the conservation area. It effectively
comprises two fields under grass cover which are positioned behind existing
housing, apart from a narrow neck of the southern field which leads to the
access on Bryning Lane.
18

CD7.5, table 4.2.
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32. In the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) of A Landscape Strategy for
Lancashire (CD16.4), Wrea Green and the surrounding countryside are included
within The Fylde character area of the coastal plain. The LCA explains that the
coastal plain is characterised by gently undulating or flat lowland farmland
divided by low clipped hedges. Woodland cover is generally low, but views are
punctuated by small woods, and settlement is relatively dense. The site is a
compact area of grassland with several trees and lengths of hedgerow around
and across the site.
33. Development would inevitably result in the loss of both fields, with landscaping
proposals providing some mitigation. I agree with the main parties that
development would have an adverse effect on the landscape of the site, but the
appeal site is an unremarkable parcel of land, which is heavily influenced by
the surrounding urban development. Accordingly I attach limited weight to this
adverse effect.
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34. The second report of A Landscape Strategy for Lancashire, the Landscape
Strategy itself (CD16.5), considers the implications of local forces for change.
Amongst other factors, it refers to continued suburbanisation and large scale
residential development which would create harsh edges to villages and
introduce urbanising elements into the rural landscape of the Fylde. Although
the proposal would involve a relatively large development for a rural
settlement, the site is close to the centre of Wrea Green and is contained by
residential development to the north, east and south, with a large building of
agricultural appearance adjacent to the northern part of the western boundary.
It is influenced to a large extent by urban development, and it is not a sensitive
part of the wider landscape. The construction of housing here would
consolidate the existing pattern of development and it would not materially
alter the relationship of the southern part of Wrea Green to the adjacent
countryside in The Fylde character area. Little harm to the landscape of the
surrounding area would ensue from the loss of this parcel of grassland at the
eastern edge of a wider tract of open countryside.
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35. I turn now to consider the visual effects of the development. From Bryning
Lane there would be only a restricted view into the site for road users,
including recreational cyclists and walkers: only a relatively small part of the
new residential development would be seen, set back from the Bryning Lane,
with the access road and landscaping in the foreground (Appellant’s viewpoint
5 (VP5). Moreover this narrow view would be obtained between the existing
frontage housing, and there would be a negligible adverse impact on visual
amenity. Gaps between the existing houses on Bryning Lane are narrow and
are less likely to be readily apparent to road users than that at the site access.
The presence of outbuildings and tree cover further restricts views, and any
limited glimpses of the new housing would not be harmful in the context of the
built-up frontage. Although somewhat further away, there would be views of
the upper part of the housing development from Moss Side Lane (Appellant’s
VPs 6 & 7, Council’s VPs 12.2-12.4). From here the upper parts of dwellings on
Bryning Lane and Bryning Avenue are visible on the skyline. The appeal
proposal would consolidate the built form in these views, but housing would be
partially screened by intervening hedgerows and would not extend further west
than Bryning Avenue. I agree with the main parties that the magnitude of
effect would be medium/low, and the harm from this approach to Wrea Green
merits limited weight. Views towards the appeal site from footpath 5 to the
south of Moss Side Lane are curtailed by tree cover (Appellant’s VPs 1-4).
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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Even after leaf fall it is unlikely that there would be any clear view of the
housing on the appeal site from this direction.
36. I have also considered the effect of the development on the views from nearby
dwellings. There are views over the appeal site from dwellings on the south
side of The Green, Bryning Lane and Bryning Avenue, and properties on
Bryning Lane and Bryning Avenue were included in my programme of site
visits. Whilst the outlook across the appeal site from nearby dwellings would
be greatly changed by the proposed development, these are private viewpoints
in an edge of settlement location where other housing already forms part of
their setting. The proposed development would cause some moderate harm to
the outlook for occupiers, but I accord this only minor weight.
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37. The appeal site abuts Wrea Green Conservation Area (above, para 13) and
clearly forms part of its setting. A report on the conservation area was
produced by the Council in 1977 (CD16.6): it explains that the character stems
in the main from the grouping of buildings and trees around the central village
green, and not from the quality of buildings but from the open space enclosed.
It continues by referring to trees and greenery distributed amongst the
buildings, which add to the unity of the setting and help to create attractive
vistas and views. The report also states that development behind the frontage
buildings (to The Green) does not detract from the conservation area as it is
not visible from within its boundary19. The Appellant’s landscape witness
acknowledged that it may, nonetheless, be possible to see parts of the houses
on appeal site B in gaps within the frontage development on the south side of
The Green (Appellant’s VPs7/1-3, Council’s VP11b). However the presence of
tree cover and the relative position of the frontage buildings would severely
restrict views from The Green. I doubt that the houses proposed at the
northern end of the appeal site would be readily discernible, and the proposal
would not detract from the setting of the conservation area or the contribution
that setting makes to its significance. I find no conflict with Policy ENV5 of the
Local Plan.
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38. I conclude that the proposed development would have certain adverse effects
on the character and appearance of the area, but neither the impact on the
landscape nor on visual amenity merits more than limited weight.
Nevertheless, since there would be a degree of harm, the proposal would
conflict with Policies GD7(g & h) & ENV1 of the Local Plan.
Traffic movement and highway safety
Bryning Lane/ Church Road and the junction with the A584
39. Wrea Green lies at the intersection of four routes. The road to the south
(Bryning Lane/ Church Road) provides a route between the M55 and locations
in Blackpool and Wyre to the north and Warton to the south where there is a
large BAE Systems factory. Notwithstanding the position of agreement reached
in the statements of common ground concerning highway matters, there is
continuing concern within the local community about the effect of the four
appeal proposals on Bryning Lane/ Church Road and on the crossroads junction
which it forms there with Lytham Road (the A584) and Highgate Lane (above,
para 6).

19

CD16.6, para 2.0(a).
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40. An improvement scheme has been prepared for the crossroads junction, which
is linked to three major housing developments permitted in Warton20. The
measures include carriageway widening, the upgrading of traffic signal
equipment and improvements in provision for pedestrians and cyclists21. The
modelled forecast in the statement of common ground is that the four
proposed housing developments in Wrea Green would together generate an
additional 24 vehicle movements on Church Road and through the crossroads
junction in the morning peak period and an additional 26 vehicle movements in
the afternoon peak period22: there is no other modelled forecast of traffic
movement through the junction before me. The additional traffic would
increase the pressure on this busy junction, and it is agreed by the main
parties that mitigation measures to address the additional impact would be
required if any of the appeal proposals were permitted.
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41. The unilateral undertakings in respect of each of the appeals includes provision
for payment of a Warton Crossroads Contribution of £314 per dwelling to fund
measures referred to in the statement of common ground. Measures
envisaged include the installation of microprocessor optimal vehicle activation
control, CCTV monitoring, the relocation of loops in the highway, a new signal
control box, and new signal poles and heads. The Borough Council’s highway
witness explained at the inquiry that the extent of measures required would be
contingent on the number of schemes to come forward, and the funding
arrangement provides the requisite flexibility for this approach.
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The site access
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42. Bryning Lane between Warton and Wrea Green is relatively narrow, with no
footways or lighting, and the route encompasses a number of dips and bends.
Traffic moves freely along this road, and although CAPOW referred to an
increasing number of accidents, there is no specific evidence of a poor accident
record on Bryning Lane. Subject to the implementation of mitigation measures
commensurate with the number of dwellings to come forward in Wrea Green I
do not consider that the appeal proposal alone, or in combination with any of
the other three schemes would reduce highway safety or adversely impact on
traffic movement on Bryning Lane/ Church Road and at Warton crossroads.

R

43. Concern has been expressed by CAPOW and local residents about the visibility
to the south available from the site access, given the alignment of Bryning
Lane and the presence of a tall wall at the back of the footway beyond the site
boundary. The speed limit on this part of Bryning Lane is 20mph, and the
guidance in Manual for Streets seeks a visibility splay of 20m along the major
road in this situation. Visibility at the position of the site access was checked
during the site visits, and a splay of 25m to the south is available.
44. There are repeated references in representations from the local community to
the 20mph speed limit being disregarded. This evidence is not disputed by the
main parties and traffic calming measures are included in a package of
transport works for Wrea Green, which the Highway Authority agrees are
necessary in the highways statement of common ground (CD11.11). The Wrea
Green works include a junction table at the site access, and tables and speed
20

The location of the housing schemes at Blackfield End Farm, Clifton House Farm and Warton East are shown on
the plan at Appendix 1 of CD11.3; a plan of the improvement scheme is at Appendix 10.
21
The components of the improvement scheme are summarised in Document G3.
22
The additional traffic movements are given in the table in paragraph 2.15 of CD11.3.
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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cushions elsewhere along Bryning Lane within the built-up area of the
settlement. The extent of these physical works should ensure that traffic speed
is reduced, and that the speed limit of 20mph is generally observed. The
proposed site access would be close to a number of existing junctions on
Bryning Lane. I note that the Highway Authority has made no objection to the
principle of the formation of a residential road junction in the position
proposed. There is no specific evidence of personal accidents occurring in
recent years within the vicinity of the proposed access, and the traffic calming
measures should assist in maintaining highway safety. It follows that I find
that the contribution of £51,572 towards the cost of the Wrea Green transport
works is a necessary component of the unilateral undertaking.
45. I conclude that the proposed development would not adversely affect traffic
movement and highway safety on this part of Bryning Lane or on the wider
highway network. In this respect there would be no conflict with Policy GD7(q)
of the Local Plan or paragraph 109 of the NPPF.
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Housing land supply
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46. There is disagreement between the four Appellants and the Borough Council as
to whether there is a five years supply of housing land in Fylde. It is the
Borough Council’s position that following the adoption of the Local Plan there is
a deliverable supply as required by paragraph 73 of the NPPF. For their part,
the Appellants point out that the Local Plan was prepared under the former
version of the NPPF, and that a new housing land assessment should be
undertaken in the context of the revised NPPF.
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47. Paragraph 74 of the NPPF makes it clear that a five years supply of deliverable
housing sites can be demonstrated where it has been established in a recently
adopted plan. There can be no doubt that the Fylde Local Plan to 2032,
adopted in October 2018, is a recently adopted plan. The Appellants also draw
attention to paragraph 3-049 of PPG, which provides guidance on
demonstrating a five years land supply. Referring to the NPPF, this part of PPG
explains that if strategic policy-makers choose to confirm their five years
supply under paragraph 74, they will need to indicate that they are seeking to
do so at Regulation 19 stage. The Appellants point out that this step for the
purposes of paragraph 74 was not undertaken as paragraph 74 post-dates the
examination and previous stages of the then emerging Local Plan (ELP). That
chronology is self-evident. However, the version of Policy H1 in the publication
edition of the ELP states at part (c): Ensuring that there is enough deliverable
land suitable for house building capable of providing a continuous 5 year supply
from the start of each annual monitoring period… It was clearly the intention
at that stage of the ELP that a five years supply of housing land would be
established through the Local Plan. That intention remains in the adopted Plan.
48. It is true that the Local Plan was prepared in the context of the previous
version of the NPPF. That version explained that sites with planning permission
should be considered deliverable unless there was clear evidence that schemes
would not be implemented within five years, and the former version of chapter
3 of PPG referred to allocated sites in the same vein. The revised NPPF takes a
different approach: the definition of deliverable states that Sites with outline
planning permission, permission in principle, allocated in the development plan
or identified on a brownfield register should only be considered deliverable
where there is clear evidence that housing completions will begin on site within
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five years. I note that the Borough Council issued an updated housing land
supply statement in August 201823, which removed 736 dwellings from the
supply in response to this change in the NPPF. The Appellants’ housing land
witness has adjusted this figure to reflect the base date of 30 September 2017
agreed for these appeals. He has also reviewed sites which were contested in
the evidence to the inquiry, and has suggested that further discounts should be
applied in recognition of the position taken by the Borough Council in another
appeal in September 201824.
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49. The revised housing land assessment undertaken on behalf of the Appellants
applies scenarios where the shortfall would be met over the remainder of the
Plan period (the Liverpool approach) and alternatively where it would be met
within the five years period (the Sedgefield approach). The Local Plan
Inspector concluded that the Liverpool approach is appropriate in Fylde, and
this is specifically referred to in part (c) of Policy H1. On this basis, and
applying a 20% buffer, a five years requirement of 2,858 dwellings is
calculated, as set out in the penultimate column of table 2 of the housing
supply statement of common ground (CD11.2). Application of the Appellants’
discounts to the supply given in the September 2017 housing land supply
statement (CD15.1) would give a reduced level of 2,477 dwellings, sufficient
for 4.33 years25.
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50. As the Appellants’ evidence demonstrates, a variety of housing land scenarios
can be calculated. However in this case there is a very recently adopted Local
Plan, in relation to which the Inspector has found that there is a housing land
supply of 6.4 years26, and the NPPF reaffirms that the development plan is the
starting point for decision making. It is the intention that the Local Plan (Policy
H1(c)) will provide enough deliverable land to maintain a five years supply
since publication, and I agree with the Appellants that it is too early for an
annual position statement to be prepared. For these reasons I conclude that
the Borough Council is entitled to rely on paragraph 74 of the NPPF to
demonstrate a five years supply of housing land through its recently adopted
Local Plan. Both Policies DLF1 and H1 refer to a minimum level of provision for
housing. There is no ceiling on the number of new dwellings which may come
forward, and, bearing in mind paragraph 59 of the NPPF which refers to the
Government’s objective to significantly boost the supply of homes, the
additional dwellings proposed in appeal B would represent a benefit, although
one to which I attribute moderate weight only given its modest size in the
context of the overall housing requirement.
Other considerations
Affordable housing
51. Addendum1 to the Fylde Coast Strategic Housing Market Assessment identifies
a net annual affordable housing need of 249 dwellings in the Borough,
representing a significant proportion of the overall annual need for 415
dwellings. In response, Policy H4 of the Local Plan seeks the provision of 30%
affordable housing on schemes of 10 or more dwellings. An obligation in the
unilateral undertaking would secure this level of provision. Whilst this is an
23

Document
2018.
24
Document
25
Document
26
Document

LPA11, Appendix A. Although published in August 2018, this document has a base date of 31 March
APPJ13, paras 11.32-11.40.
APPJ13, table in para 11.41.
LPA13 Appendix D, para 87.
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important benefit of the proposal, it would result in 13 affordable dwellings. In
view of the limited contribution to the need for affordable homes, this is a
benefit to which I give moderate weight.
Living conditions
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52. The occupiers of No 10 Bryning Avenue (Mr & Mrs Moreau) are concerned that
the position of the house at plot 29 on the revised site plan would result in a
loss of outlook, sunlight and privacy at their property (Document TP27). The
side elevation of the dwelling proposed on plot 29 is between 3m and 4m from
the rear boundary with the existing house at No 10 Bryning Lane. At the
inquiry, the Borough Council’s development management witness explained
that there are no separation distances in a supplementary planning document
which address this relationship. Within a new development an overall distance
of 13m is sought, although a greater degree of separation is considered
appropriate where there is an existing open aspect. During the visit to No 10
Bryning Avenue, measurements were taken of the distance between the rear
elevation of that house and the boundary with the appeal site. Representatives
of the main parties and Mr & Mrs Moreau agreed that the distance from the
projection in the rear elevation to the boundary is 12.15m. That would give an
overall distance of about 15.5m between the side elevation of the house on plot
29 and Mr & Mrs Moreau’s property, in excess of the minimum separation
distance.
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53. The house proposed on plot 29 is the Trevithick housetype. The detailed plans
for this housetype indicate that there would be two narrow windows in the side
elevation facing No 10 Bryning Lane - a first floor window to the staircase and a
ground floor window to the hall27. These are secondary windows, and obscure
glazing of the first floor window could be secured by a condition. Views at
ground level would be restricted by boundary treatment, approval of which
could also be required by a condition. Accordingly I do not consider that there
need be any loss of privacy resulting from the relationship between the two
dwellings. The separation distance would only be slightly greater than the
minimum sought by the Borough Council, although given the open aspect to
the north and south it would only be likely to have a minimal effect on sunlight.
The new dwelling would, however, clearly intrude into the outlook from No 10,
and crucially, it would be about 6m closer than the houses shown to the rear of
No 10 Bryning Lane in the previous layout. That represents a significantly
greater impact on the occupiers of No 10. It was agreed that further details of
the arrangements for the dwellings on plots 27-29 should be submitted for
approval, and subject to a condition to that effect the proposed development
would not worsen the living conditions of the occupiers of No 10.
54. The occupiers of Cooksons Farm on Greenside are concerned that they would
be overlooked from dwellings in the north-west corner of the appeals site. The
nearest dwellings within the site would be those on plots 23 & 24, which would
be aligned with their rear elevations facing the east boundary. Only the end of
the rear garden of Cooksons Farmhouse would be in line with the rear of the
proposed houses, and the existing dwelling itself is positioned further to the
north. Given this relationship I do not consider that the occupiers of Cooksons
Farmhouse would suffer any appreciable loss of privacy as a result of the
appeal proposal.
27

Drawing ref 3.205CB/P/B/L10/300
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55. Concern has been expressed about noise from vehicles passing over speed
cushions and junction tables, and intrusion from headlights at the rear of
properties on Brying Avenue. The presence of several traffic calming features
on this short stretch of road should ensure that vehicles travel more slowly and
that the speed limit of 20mph is generally observed. At this speed I do not
consider that noise from vehicles travelling along Bryning Lane would be likely
to unacceptably worsen the living conditions of nearby residents. Additional
tree planting is proposed between the access road and the southern boundary,
which together with boundary treatment should mitigate any adverse impact
from vehicle headlights. Implementation of the landscaping scheme and
approval of boundary treatment could be secured by conditions. Accordingly I
find no conflict with criterion (h) of Policy GD7 which requires development
proposals to be sympathetic to surrounding land uses and occupiers.
Flood risk

or

Public realm enhancements
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56. Concern has been expressed by CAPOW about incidents of flooding in Wrea
Green, and that development of site B would increase the likelihood of flooding
on Moss Side Lane, which is cited as the road with the worst flooding problems
in the village. Photographs of flooding in 2016 have been submitted, one of
which shows water across the road close to the existing access to the appeal
site28. The flood risk assessment acknowledges the problem on Moss Side
Lane. It is proposed to discharge surface water to the watercourse which
crosses the site, but to at least restrict run-off rates to the equivalent of the
existing greenfield situation. The main parties have suggested a condition
which would require the implementation of a drainage scheme including an
approved rate of discharge and attenuation measures. I am satisfied that such
an approach would ensure that the appeal proposal would not exacerbate flood
risk in Wrea Green.
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57. In line with Policy INF2 of the Local Plan, the Council’s Regeneration
Framework (CDs19.10 & 19.11) identifies projects across the Borough for
environmental improvements. The Wrea Green Project (CD19.7) includes
enhanced street lighting, enhancing the area outside St Nicholas’s Church,
footway improvements and tree planting around The Green. The Council
explains that the works for which funding has already been secured would not
secure the improvements to the public realm necessary to mitigate the effect of
the proposals. It has been agreed that a contribution of £1,000 per dwelling
would be made to the project, including extending the improved paving scheme
in the conservation area and developing the grassed area in front of the public
house for community activity. The unilateral undertaking includes an obligation
to this effect. As these enhancements also represent mitigation, I give them
only limited weight.
Public open space
58. The Appellant argues that the provision of public open space, available for
future and existing residents, would be a benefit of the scheme. Insofar as
residents of the proposed housing are concerned, the provision of open space
within the site is necessary mitigation. Whilst existing residents could make
use of the open space shown, this is a self-contained site and the main area of
28

Photographs of flooding on Moss Side Lane are on pages 20-22, 27 & 28 of Document TP3b.
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open space would be located towards the northern end, away from the access
off Bryning Lane. It is not well located to add to the open space opportunities
available to existing residents, and this is a matter which adds little weight to
the appeal proposal.
Quality of design
59. The Appellant argues that the proposal is a high quality scheme which would
accord with the housing needs of the area. The Borough Council had expressed
concerns about the layout, but the planning statement of common ground
explained that these had been addressed by the revised plans (above, para 7).
Criterion (d) of Policy GD7 requires that developments relate well to their
context, referring to layout and design amongst other matters. Policy
compliance in this respect does not represent a benefit of the scheme. Given
my findings on housing land supply and affordable housing, the further
reference to housing need does not carry weight in support of the scheme.
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The planning obligations
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60. I have already considered the provisions of the planning obligations concerning
contributions towards the Warton crossroads and Wrea Green highway
schemes (above, paras 41 & 44), affordable housing (para 51) and public
realm enhancements (para 57). These measures are consistent with local
policies and their implementation would be necessary to contribute to a
satisfactory standard of development. I find that the statutory tests in
Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations are met, and
the provisions of the unilateral undertaking are material considerations in this
appeal.
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Conclusions
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61. Wrea Green would not be a sustainable location for the residential development
proposed, which would conflict with Policies DLF1, S1, GD1 & GD4 in the Local
Plan, and this is a matter to which I give significant weight. There would be
limited harm to the character and appearance of the area, but in consequence
conflict would arise with Policies GD7 & ENV1. Although there would be
compliance with other aspects of Policy GD7 concerning highway safety, the
relationship with nearby uses and biodiversity, and the level of affordable
housing sought by Policy H4 would be provided, I conclude that the proposal
would be contrary to the Development Plan considered as a whole.
62. The provision of additional market housing carries moderate weight. I also
attach moderate weight to the affordable housing which would be brought
forward by the scheme. The contribution of the scheme towards public realm
enhancements in Wrea Green and public open space provide limited and little
additional weight in support of the proposal. These benefits do not outweigh
the harm which I have identified, and there are no material considerations
which indicate that the appeal should be determined other than in accordance
with the Development Plan.
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63. For the reasons given above, and having regard to all matters raised including
the suggested conditions, I conclude that the appeal should be dismissed.

Richard Clegg
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Appendices to Document CD23.3.
Mr Harris’s proof of evidence on behalf of Appellant B.
Appendices to Document CD23.5.
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Mrs Cruice’s proof of evidence.
Appendices to Document CD24.1.
Mr Farmery’s proof of evidence.
Mr Bowley’s proof of evidence.
Appendices to Document CD24.4.
Mr McAteer’s proof of evidence on behalf of Appellant C.
Appendix to Document CD24.6.
Appellant D’s proofs of evidence
Mr Berry’s proof of evidence.
Appendices to Document CD25.1.
Mr Booker’s proof of evidence.
Appendices to Document CD25.3.
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LPA9
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LPA11
LPA12
LPA13
LPA14
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LPA5
LPA6
LPA7
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LPA4

Mr Easton’s opening statement.
Mr Stevens’s note on qualifications and experience.
Exchange of emails of March & April 2018 between the Council and
Bannister Bates concerning a planning agreement relating to Oaklands
Caravan Park.
Extended extract from planning obligation concerning land at West Cliffe,
Lytham St Annes.
Extract from Sustrans website.
CIL statement.
Plan showing drainage concept overlain on wildlife corridor proposals for
site C.
Email dated 2 May 2018 from Mr Stell to Mr Easton & Mr Longdin
concerning the heights of houses proposed on site C.
Mr Easton’s closing submissions.
Email dated 4 May 2018 from Lancashire CC to Mr Stell concerning a
footway link to site C.
Letter dated 27 August 2018 from Mr Stell relating to the revised NPPF,
and Housing Land Supply Statement 31 March 2018.
Letter dated 10 September 2018 from Mr Stell commenting on
representations in respect of the revised NPPF.
Letter dated 29 October 2018 from Mr Stell relating to the Local Plan and
updates to PPG.
Appeal decision ref APP/M2325/W/17/3187426 concerning 68 dwellings at
Wesham.
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LPA1
LPA2
LPA3

APPELLANTS’ JOINT DOCUMENTS
APPJ1
APPJ2
APPJ3
APPJ4

Timetables for bus services through Wrea Green.
Headteachers’s statement on school information from Ribby-with-Wrea
Primary School website.
Ribby-with-Wrea Primary School Admission Arrangements, September
2019.
Extract from planning obligation concerning land at West Cliffe, Lytham
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St Annes.
The Council’s statement of case in respect of an appeal for up to nine
dwellings at Elswick.
Errata note for the emerging Local Plan by the Council concerning
housing land supply.
Extract from the Council’s closing submissions for an appeal concerning
land adjacent to Kilnhouse Lane and Queensway, Lytham St Annes.
Notice of granting of non-material amendment concerning planning
permission ref 15/0787 at Electronic Data Systems, Heyhouses Lane,
Lytham St Annes.
Mr Crean’s, Mr Fraser’s, Mr Carter’s & Mr Ponter’s closing submissions
concerning joint matters.
Letter dated 13 August 2018 from Mr McAteer relating to the revised
NPPF.
Letter dated 24 August 2018 from Mr Harris relating to the revised NPPF.
Letter dated 10 September 2018 from Mr Harris commenting on
representations in respect of the revised NPPF, and appeal decision
relating to residential development at Bamber Bridge.
Mr Harris’s statement in respect of the Local Plan and updates to PPG.
Mr Corinaldi-Knott’s statement in respect of the Local Plan.

APPJ5
APPJ6
APPJ7
APPJ8
APPJ9
APPJ10

APPJ13
APPJ14
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APPJ11
APPJ12
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APPA4
APPA5
APPA6
APPA7

Unilateral undertaking in respect of appeal A.
Mr Crean’s opening statement.
Appeal decision and report concerning mineral extraction and auger
mining scheme at Widdrington, Northumberland.
Corrected LVIA summary tables.
Revised access plan for site A.
Mr Crean’s closing submissions
Judgement in Derbyshire Dales DC and Peak District NPA v Secretary
of State for Communities & Local Government and Carsington Wind
Energy Ltd [2009] EWHC 1729 (Admin).
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APPB1
APPB2
APPB4
APPB5
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APPELLANT B’s DOCUMENTS
Mr Fraser’s opening statement.
Unilateral undertaking in respect of appeal B.
Mr Fraser’s closing submissions.
Mr Harris’s response to Document G13.

APPELLANT C’s DOCUMENTS
APPC2
APPC3
APPC4
APPC5
APPC6
APPC7
APPC8

Mr Carter’s opening statement.
Unilateral undertaking in respect of appeal C.
Plans showing the adopted highway in the vicinity of site C.
Plot levels plan – site C.
Extracts from glossary, the Planning Portal.
Revised access plan for site C.
Mr McAteer’s response to Document G13.
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APPELLANT D’s DOCUMENTS
APPD2
APPD3
APPD4a-e
APPD5
APPD6
APPD7
APPD8

Mr Ponter’s opening statement.
Email dated 2 May 2018 from Knights 1759 to the Council and the
County Council concerning the unilateral undertaking for appeal D.
Revised plans for appeal D.
Mr Corinaldi-Knott’s note concerning the extent and ownership of site
D.
Mr Ponter’s closing submissions.
Unilateral undertaking in respect of appeal D.
Letter dated 28 August 2018 from Mr Corinaldi-Knott relating to the
revised NPPF.

OTHER PARTIES’ DOCUMENTS

TP23
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TP26
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TP31
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Schedule of disputed housing sites prepared by the Appellants and the
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